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Abstract
Given a linear regression setting, Iterative Least Trimmed Squares (ILTS) involves alternating between (a) selecting
the subset of samples with lowest current loss, and (b) re-fitting the linear model only on that subset. Both steps are
very fast and simple. In this paper we analyze ILTS in the setting of mixed linear regression with corruptions (MLR-C).
We first establish deterministic conditions (on the features etc.) under which the ILTS iterate converges linearly to
the closest mixture component. We also evaluate it for the widely studied setting of isotropic Gaussian features, and
establish that we match or better existing results in terms of sample complexity. We then provide a global algorithm
that uses ILTS as a subroutine, to fully solve mixed linear regressions with corruptions. Finally, we provide an ODE
analysis for a gradient-descent variant of ILTS that has optimal time complexity. Our results provide initial theoretical
evidence that iteratively fitting to the best subset of samples – a potentially widely applicable idea – can provably
provide state-of-the-art performance in bad training data settings.
1 Introduction
In vanilla linear regression, one (implicitly) assumes that each sample is a linear measurement of a single unknown
vector, which needs to be recovered from these measurements. Statistically, it is typically studied in the setting where
the samples come from such a ground truth unknown vector, and we are interested in the (computational/statistical
complexity of) recovery of this ground truth vector. Mixed linear regression (MLR for brevity) is the problem where
there are multiple unknown vectors, and each sample can come from any one of them (and we do not know which one,
a-priori). Our objective is again to recover all (or some, or one) of them from the samples. In this paper, we consider
MLR with the additional presence of corruptions – i.e. adversarial additive errors in the responses – for some unknown
subset of the samples. There is now a healthy and quickly growing body of work on algorithms, and corresponding
theoretical guarantees, for MLR with and without additive noise and corruptions; we review these in detail in the related
work section.
In our paper we start from a classical (but hard to compute) approach from robust statistics: least trimmed
squares [19]. This advocates fitting a model so as to minimize the loss on only a fraction τ of the samples, instead of
all of them – but crucially, the subset S of samples chosen and the model to fit them are to be estimated jointly. To
be more specific, suppose our samples are (xi, yi), for i ∈ [n]. Then the least squares (LS) and least trimmed squares
(LTS) estimates are:
θ̂LS = arg min
θ
∑
i∈[n]
(yi − 〈xi, θ〉)2 ,
θ̂LTS = arg min
θ
min
S : |S|=bτnc
∑
i∈S
(yi − 〈xi, θ〉)2 .
Note that least trimmed squares involves a parameter: the fraction τ of samples we want to fit. Solving for the least
trimmed squares estimate θ̂LTS needs to address the combinatorial issue of finding the best subset to fit, but the goodness
of a subset is only known once it is fit. LTS is shown to have computation lower bound exponential in the dimension of
x [17].
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LTS, if one could solve it, would be a candidate algorithm for MLR as follows: suppose we knew a lower bound on
the number of samples corresponding to a single component (i.e. generated using one of the unknown vectors). Then
one would choose the fraction τ in the LTS procedure to be smaller than this lower bound on the fraction of samples
that belong to a component. Ideally, this would lead the LTS to choose a subset S of samples that all correspond to a
single component, and the least squares on that set S would find the corresponding unknown vector. This is easiest
to see in the noiseless corruption-less setting where each sample is just a pure linear equation in the corresponding
unknown vector. In this case, an S containing samples only from one component, and a θ which is the corresponding
ground truth vector, would give 0 error and hence would be the best solutions to LTS. Hence, to summarize, one can use
LTS to solve MLR by estimating a single ground truth vector at a time.
However, LTS is intractable, and we instead study the natural iterative variant of LTS, which alternates between
finding the set S ⊂ n of samples to be fit, and the θ that fits it. In particular, our procedure – which we call iterative
least trimmed squares (ILTS) – first picks a fraction τ and then proceeds in iterations (denoted by t) as follows:
starting from an initial θ0,
St = arg min
S : |S|=bτnc
∑
i∈S
(yi − 〈xi, θt〉)2 ,
θt+1 = arg min
θ
∑
i∈St
(yi − 〈xi, θ〉)2 .
Note that now, as opposed to before, finding the subset St is trivial: just sort the samples by their current squared
errors (yi − 〈xi, θt〉)2, and pick the τn that have smallest loss. Similarly, the θ update now is a simple least squared
problem on a pre-selected subset of samples. Note also that each of the above steps decreases the function a(θ, S) ,∑
i∈S (yi − 〈xi, θ〉)2. This has also been referred to as iterative hard thresholding and studied for the different but
related problem of robust regression, again please see related work for known results. Our motivations for studying
ILTS are several: (1) it is very simple and natural, and easy to implement in much more general scenarios beyond least
squares. Linear regression represents in some sense the simplest statistical setting to understand this approach. (2)
In spite of its simplicity, we show in the following that it manages to get state-of-the-art performance for MLR with
corruptions, with weaker assumptions than several existing results.
Again as before, one can use ILTS for MLR by choosing a τ that is smaller than the number of samples in a
component. However, additionally, we now also need to choose an initial θ0 that is closer to one component than the
others. In the following, we thus give two kinds of theoretical guarantees on its performance: a local one that shows
linear convergence to the closest ground truth vector, and a global one that adds a step for good initialization.
Main contributions and outline:
• We propose a simple and efficient algorithm ILTS for solving MLR with adversarial corruptions; we precisely
describe the problem setting in Section 3. ILTS starts with an initial estimate of a single unknown θ, and alternates
between selecting the size τn subset of the samples best explained by θ, and updating the θ to best fit this set. Each
of these steps is very fast and easy.
• Our first result, Theorem 4 in Section 4 establishes deterministic conditions – on the features, the initialization, and
the numbers of samples in each component – under which ILTS linearly converges to the ground truth vector that is
closest to the initialization. Theorem 7 in Section 4 specializes this to the (widely studied) case when the features
are isotropic Gaussians. The sample complexity is nearly optimal in both dimension d and the number of components
m, while previous state-of-the-art results are nearly optimal in d, but can be exponential in m. Our analysis for inputs
following isotropic Gaussian distribution is easy to generalize to more general class of sub-Gaussian distributions.
• To solve the full MLR problem, we identify finding the subspace spanned by the true MLR components as a core
problem for initialization. In the case of isotropic Gaussian features, this is known to be possible by existing results
in robust PCA (when corruptions exist) or standard spectral methods (when there are no corruptions). Given a good
approximation of this subspace, one can use the ILTS process above as a subroutine with an “outer loop" that
tries out many initializations (which can be done in parallel, and are not too many when number of components is
fixed and small) and evaluates whether the final estimate is to be accepted as an estimate for a ground truth vector
(Global-ILTS). We specify and analyze it in Section 5 for the case of random isotropic Gaussian features and also
discuss the feasibility of finding such a subspace.
2
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Table 1: Compare with previous results in the setting of balanced MLR, i.e., each component has n/m samples. Q
represents a separation property of the mixture components (see Definition 1 for details). For conciseness, we only keep
the main factors in the complexity terms. The inspiring algorithms listed here achieve nearly optimal sample complexity
(nearly linear in d) under certain settings, which are helpful for understanding the limit of learning MLR. Note that
we have O˜(nd2 log 1ε ) computation for ILTS and O˜(nd log2 1ε ) for GD-ILTS (in Section B, a direct gradient variant).
Sample complexity for our global step depends on the hardness of finding the subspace. Our local requirement only
needs the current estimation to be close to one of the components, which is much easier to satisfy than the local notion
in [27]. Methods in [5, 20] require Ω˜(d6) and Ω˜(d3) sample complexity (they can handle more general settings), [28]
uses sparse graph codes for sparse MLR. Therefore, we do not list their results here (hard to compare with).
2 Related Work
Mixed linear regression Learning MLR even in the two mixture setting is NP hard in general [26]. As a result,
provably efficient algorithmic solutions under natural assumptions on the data, e.g., all inputs are i.i.d. isotropic
Gaussian, are studied. Efficient algorithms that provably find both components include the idea of using spectral
initialization with local alternating minimization [26], and classical EM approach with finer analysis [1, 12, 13]. In the
multiple components setting, substituting spectral initialization by tensor decomposition brings provable algorithmic
solutions [5, 27, 29, 20]. Recently, [14] proposes an algorithm with nearly optimal complexity using quite different ideas.
They relate MLR problem with learning GMMs and use the black-box algorithm in [16]. In Table 1, we summarize the
sample and computation complexity of the three most related work. Previous literature focus on the dependency on
dimension d, for all these algorithms that achieve near optimal sample complexity, the dependencies on m for all the
algorithms are expoential (notice that the guarantees in [27] contains a σm term, which can be exponentially small in
m without further assumptions, as pointed out by [14]), and [14] requires exponential in m2 number of samples for
a more general class of Gaussian distributions. Notice that while it is reasonable to assume m being a constant, this
exponential dependency on m or m2 could dominate the sample complexity in practice. From robustness point of view,
the analysis of all these algorithms rely heavily on exact model assumptions and are restricted to Gaussian distributions.
While recent approaches on robust algorithms are able to deal with strongly convex functions, e.g., [8], with corruption
in both inputs and outputs, [29] showed local strong convexity of MLR with small local region O˜(d(md)−m), under
Ω˜(dmm) samples. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any previous work study the algorithmic behavior
under mis-specified MLR model settings. We provide fine-grained analysis for a simple algorithm that achieves nearly
optimal sample and computation complexity.
Robust regression Our algorithm idea is similar to least trimmed square estimator (LTS) proposed by [19]. The
hardness of finding the exact LTS estimator is discussed in [17], which shows an exponential in d computation
lower bound under the hardness of affine degeneracy conjecture. While our algorithm is similar to the previous
hard thresholding solutions proposed in [2], their analysis does not handle the MLR setting, and only guarantees
parameter recovery given a small constant fraction of corruption. Algorithmic solutions based on LTS for solving
more general problems have been proposed in [25, 23, 21]. [10] studies the l1 regression and gives a tight analysis for
recoverable corruption ratio. Another line of research focus on robust regression where both the inputs and outputs can
be corrupted, e.g., [6]. There are provable recovery guarantees under constant ratio of corruption using using robust
gradient methods [8, 18, 15], and sum of squares method [11]. We focus on computationally efficient method with
nearly optimal computation time that is easily scalable in practice.
3
3 Problem Setup and Preliminaries
We consider the standard (noiseless) MLR model with corruptions, which we will abbreviate to (MLR-C); each sample
is a linear measurement of one of m unknown “ground truth" vectors – but we do not know which one. Our task is to
find the ground truth vectors, and this is made harder by a constant fraction of all samples having an additional error in
responses. We now specify this formally.
(MLR-C): We are given n samples of the form (xi, yi) for i = 1, . . . , n, where each yi ∈ R and xi ∈ Rd. Unkown
to us, there are m “ground truth" vectors θ?(1), . . . , θ
?
(m), each in R
d; correspondingly, and again unknown to us, the set
of samples is partitioned into disjoint sets S(1), . . . , S(m). If the ith sample is in set S(j) for some j ∈ [m], it satisfies
yi = 〈xi, θ?(j)〉+ ri, for i ∈ S(j) (MLR-C).
Here, ri denotes the possible additive corruption – a fraction of the r1, . . . , rn are arbitrary unknown values, and the
remaining are 0 (and again, we are not told which).
Our objective is: given only the samples (xi, yi), find the ground truth vectors θ?(1), . . . , θ
?
(m). In particular, we do
not have a-priori knowledge of any of the sets S(j), or the values/support of the corruptions. We now develop some
notation for the sizes of the components etc.
Sizes of sets: Let R? = {i ∈ [n] s.t. ri 6= 0} denote the set of corrupted samples; note that this set can overlap
with any / all of the components’ sets S(j)s. Let S?(j) = S(j)\R? be the uncorrupted set of samples from the S(j), for all
j ∈ [m]. Let τ?(j) = |S?(j)|/n denote the fraction of uncorrupted samples in each component j, and τ?min = minj∈[m] τ?(j)
denote the smallest such fraction. Let γ? = |R?|/(nτ?min) be the ratio of the number of corrupted samples to the size of
the smallest component 1. Notice that γ? = 0 corresponds to the MLR model without corruption. We do not make any
assumptions on which specific samples are corrupted; R? can be any subset of size γ?τ?minn of the set of n samples.
Thus a γ? = 1 situation can prevent the recovery of the smallest component.
Finally, for convenience, we denote S?(−j) := ∪l∈[m]\{j}S?(l), ∀j ∈ [m], X = [x1, · · · , xn]> ∈ Rn×d, and
y = [y1, · · · yn]. Note that we consider the case without additive stochastic noise, which is the same setting as
in [27, 29, 14].
3.1 Preliminaries
We now develop our way to making a few basic assumptions on the model setting; our main results show that under
these assumptions the simple ILTS algorithm succeeds. The first definition quantifies the separation between the ground
truth vectors.
Definition 1 (Q-separation). For the set of components {θ?(1), · · · , θ?(m)},
(i) the set of components is Q-separated if Q ≤ mini,j∈[m],i 6=j ‖θ
?
(i)−θ?(j)‖2
maxj∈[m] ‖θ?(j)‖
;
(ii) local separation Qj is defined as Qj =
minl∈[m]\{j} ‖θ?(l)−θ?(j)‖2
‖θ?
(j)
‖ , ∀j ∈ [m].
By definition, it is clear that Q ≤ Qj , ∀j ∈ [m]. In fact, Q represents the global separation property, which is
required by previous literatures for solving MLR [27, 29, 14], while Qj describes the local separation property for the
jth component, and gives us a better characterization of the local convergence property for a single component. We
now turn to the features; let X denote the n× d matrix of features, with the ith row being x>i – the features of the ith
sample.
Definition 2 ((ψ+, ψ−)-feature regularity). Define Sk to be the set of all subsets in [n] with size k, and let XS be the
sub-matrix of X with rows indexed by some S ⊂ [n]. Define
ψ+(k) = max
S∈Sk
σmax(X
>
SXS), and ψ
−(k) = min
S∈Sk
σmin(X
>
SXS), (1)
where functions ψ+(k), ψ−(k) are feature regularity upper bound and lower bound, respectively. σmax(A)(σmin(A))
represents the largest (smallest) eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix A.
1the component with fewest samples
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Figure 1: A two-dimensional illustration of ∆-affine error V(∆) in Definition 3 for ‖v1‖2/‖v2‖2 = ∆ (for simplicity,
assume τ?j = τj). V(∆) can be interpreted as the number of mistakenly filtered samples in any directions. The plot in
the middle contains blue dots from one component X(j), and red dots from other components X(−j). The plots on the
left and right illustrate how the histogram looks like for X(j)v1 (in blue) and X(−j)v2 (in red), for two sets of v1 and
v2. Areas in blue represent the samples that may be mistakenly filtered out. The maximum V that satisfies (2) is larger
on the right side plot since projected values for samples from S?(−j) are more concentrated. V(∆) is an upper bound of
the maximum V on all possible directions.
Clearly, if ψ+ is too large or ψ− is too small, identifying samples belonging to a certain component or not, even
given a very good estimate of the true component, can become extremely difficult. For example, if the true component
coincides with the top eigenvalue direction of its feature covariance matrix, then, even if the current estimate is close
within `2, the prediction error can still be quite large due to the X. On the other hand, if each row in X follows i.i.d.
isotropic Gaussian distribution, ψ+(k) and ψ−(k) are upper and lower bounded by Θ(n) for k being a constant factor
of n (when n is large enough). This is shown in Lemma 5. Next, we define ∆-affine error, a property of the data that is
closely connected with our analysis of ILTS in Section 4.
Definition 3 (∆-affine error /V(∆)). For ∀j ∈ [m], denote X(j) as the sub-matrix with rows from S?(j) with size nτ?(j),
X(−j) as the sub-matrix with rows from S?(−j) with size τ
?
(−j), let τ(j) = cττ
?
(j) for some fixed constant cτ < 1. Define
∆-affine error V(∆) to be the maximum value of integer V such that the following holds for some v1, v2 ∈ Rd with
‖v1‖2/‖v2‖2 = ∆ ≤ 1 and j ∈ [m]:
[|X(j)v1|](V+d(τ?j −τj)ne)th largest ≥ [|X(−j)v2|](V )th smallest. (2)
This is saying, when we pick samples from set S?(j) and S
?
(−j) by ranking and finding the smallest bτjnc samples
based on the projected values to v1, v2, the number of samples from S?(−j) is at most V(∆). For example, given current
estimate θ, the residual of a sample from component j is 〈xi, θ?(j) − θ〉, and v1 can be considered as θ?(j) − θ. As a
result, this definition helps quantify the number of mis-classified samples from other components, see Figure 1 for
another illustration. If each row in X follows i.i.d. isotropic Gaussian distribution, V(∆) scales linearly with ∆ for
large enough n. This is shown in Lemma 6.
4 ILTS and Local Analysis
Algorithm 1 presents the procedure of ILTS: Starting from initial parameter θ0, the algorithm alternates between (a)
selecting samples with smallest residuals, and (b) getting the least square solution on the selected set of samples as
the new parameter. Intuitively, ILTS succeeds if (a) θ0 is close to the targeted component, and (b) for each round of
update, the new parameter is getting closer to the targeted component. For our analysis, we assume the chosen fraction
of samples to be retained is strictly less than the number of samples from the interested component, i.e., τ = c0τ?(j) for
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Algorithm 1 ILTS (for recovering a single component)
1: Input: Samples Dn = {xi, yi}ni=1, initial θ0, fraction of samples to be retained τ
2: Output: Final estimation θ̂
3: Parameters: Number of rounds T
4: for t = 0 to T − 1 do
5: St ← index set of bτnc samples with smallest residuals (yi − 〈xi, θt〉)2, i ∈ [n]
6: θt+1 = arg minθ
∑
i∈St (yi − 〈xi, θ〉)
2
7: Output: θ̂ = θT
some universal constant c0. We first provide local recovery results using the structural definition we made in Section 3,
for both no corruption setting and corruption setting. Then, we present the result under Gaussian design matrix. All
proofs can be found in the Appendix.
Theorem 4 (deterministic features). Consider (MLR-C) using Algorithm 1 with τ < τ?(j). Given iterate θt at round t,
which is closer to the j-th component in Euclidean distance and satisfies ‖θt − θ?(j)‖2 ≤ 12 minl∈[m]\{j} ‖θ?(j) − θ?(l)‖2,
then the next iterate θt+1 of the algorithm satisfies
‖θt+1 − θ?(j)‖2 ≤
2ψ+
(
V
(
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2
‖θ?
(j)
‖2
)
+ γ?τ?minn
)
ψ−(τn)
‖θt − θ?(j)‖2. (3)
The above one-step update rule (3) holds as long as Algorithm 1 uses τ < τ?(j) and the iterate θt is closer to the j-th
component. However, in order to make θt+1 getting closer to θ?(j), the contraction term on the RHS of (3) needs to be
less than 1, which may require stronger conditions on θt, depending on what xis are. The denominator term ψ−(τn) is
due to the selection bias on a subset of samples, which scales with n as long as the inputs have good regularity property.
The numerator term is due to the incorrect samples selected by St, which consists of: (a) samples from other mixture
components, and (b) corrupted samples. (a) is controlled by the affine error, which depends on (a1) the local separation
of components Qj , and (a2) the relative closeness of θt to θ?(j), and scales with n. The affine error V gets larger if the
separation is small, or θt is not close enough to θ?(j). For (b), the number of all corrupted samples is controlled by
γ?τ?minn, which is not large given γ
? being a small constant.
Theorem 4 gives a general update rule for any given dataset according to Definitions 1-2. Next, we present the local
convergence result for the specific setting of Gaussian input vectors, by giving a tight analysis for feature regularity in
Lemma 5 and a tight bound for the affine error V(∆) in Lemma 6.
Lemma 5. Let ψ+(k), ψ−(k) be defined as in (1), and assume each xi ∼ N (0, Id). Then, for k = ckn with constant
ck, for n = Ω
(
d log 1ck
ck
)
, with high probability,
ψ+(k) ≤ c1 · k, ψ−(k) ≥ c2 · k,
where c1, c2 are constants that depend on ck: c1 ≤ 1 + 3e
√
6 log 2ck +
C1
ck
, c2 ≥ C2ck, for universal constants C1, C2.
Lemma 6. Suppose we have xi ∼ N (0, Id), τ?(j)n samples for each class S(j). Then, for n = Ω (d log log d/τ?min),
with high probability, the design matrix satisfies V(∆) ≤ c {∆n ∨ log n}.
Plug in Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 to Theorem 4, we have:
Theorem 7 (Gaussian features). For (MLR-C), assume xi ∼ N (0, Id), consider using Algorithm 1 with τ < τ?(j),
∀j ∈ [m], and n = Ω
(
d log log d
τ?min
)
. If the iterate satisfies ‖θt − θ?(j)‖ ≤ cj minl∈[m]\{j} ‖θ?(l) − θ?(j)‖2 (where cj is a
constant depending on τ and τ?(j)) for some j ∈ [m], then, w.h.p., the next iterate θt+1 of the algorithm satisfies
‖θt+1 − θ?(j)‖2 ≤ κt‖θt − θ?(j)‖2, (4)
6
where κt = c0τn
({
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2
‖θ?
(j)
‖2 n ∨ log n
}
+ γ?τ?minn
)
< 1, for some small constant γ?.
Note that in this Theorem, c0 is a constant such that κt < 1, and such a c0 corresponds to an upper bound on cj , i.e.,
the local region. Theorem 7 shows that, as long as θt is contant time closer to θ?(j), we can recover θ
?
(j) up to arbitrary
accuracy with O˜(d/τ?min) samples. In fact, Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 (and hence Theorem 7) are generalizable to more
general distributions, including the setting studied in [14]. The initial condition simply changes by a factor of σ, where
σ is the upper bound of the covariance matrix. The formal statement is as follows:
Corollary 8 (features with non-isotropic Gaussians). Consider (MLR-C), where each xi ∼ N (0,Σ(j)) for i ∈ S(j),
I  Σ(j)  σI. Under the same setting as in Theorem 7, convergence property (4) holds as long as iterate θt satisfies
‖θt − θ?(j)‖ ≤ cj τσ minl∈[m]\{j} ‖θ?(l) − θ?(j)‖2.
Discussion We summarize our results from the following four perspectives:
• Our results can generalize to a wide class of distributions: e.g., Gaussians or a sub-class of sub-Gaussians with
different covariance matrix. This is because the proof technique for showing Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 only exploits
the property of (a) concentration of order statistics; (b) anti-concentration of Gaussian-type distributions.
• Super-linear convergence speed for γ? = 0: When γ? = 0, κt ∝ ‖θt − θ?(j)‖2 in Theorem 7.
• Optimal local sample dependency on m: Notice that locally, in the balanced setting, where τ?(j) = 1/m, the sample
dependency on m is linear. This dependency is optimal since for each component, we want n/m > d to make the
problem identifiable. 2
• ILTS learns each component separately: Different from the local alternating minimization approach by [27],
recovering one component does not require good estimates of any other components. E.g., if we are only interested
in the j-th component, then, the sample complexity is O˜
(
d/τ?(j)
)
.
5 Global ILTS and Its Analysis
In Section 4, we show that as long as the initialization is closer to the targeted component with constant factor, we can
locally recover the component, even under a constant fraction of corruptions. In this part, we discuss the initialization
condition. Let us define the targeted subspace Um as: Um := span
{
θ?(1), θ
?
(2), · · · , θ?(m)
}
, and for any subspace U , we
denote U as the corresponding subspace matrix, with orthonormal columns. We define the concept of -close subspace
as follows:
Definition 9 (-close subspace). Û ∈ Rd×m˜ is an -close subspace to Um if m˜ = O(m), and their corresponding
subspace matrices Û,Um satisfy:
∥∥∥(Id − ÛÛ>) ·Um∥∥∥
2
≤ .
An interpretation of an -close subspace U is as follows: for any unit vector v from subspace Um, there exists a
vector v′ in subspace U with norm less than 1, such that ‖v − v′‖2 ≤ . We also define ε-recovery, to help with stating
our theorem.
Definition 10 (ε-recovery). Θ̂ =
[
θ̂1, · · · , θ̂m
]
is a ε-recovery of Θ? =
[
θ?(1), · · · , θ?(m)
]
if minP∈Pm ‖Θ̂P −
Θ?‖2,∞ ≤ ε, where Pm is the class of all m-dimensional permutation matrices.
The procedure for Global-ILTS is shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm takes a subspace as its input, which should
be a good approximation of the subspace spanned by the correct θ?(j)s. Given the subspace, Global-ILTS constructs an
-net over a sphere in subspace Um The algorithm then iteratively removes samples once the ILTS sub-routine finds a
valid component. Notice that we require the estimates τjs to satisfy τj < τ?(j).
3 We have the following global recovery
result:
2Notice that the larger m becomes, the smaller the local region becomes, since cj depends on m. However, according to our bound for ψ+ and
ψ−, the dependency of cj on m is still polynomial.
3To satisfy this, one can always search through the set {1, c, c2, c3, · · · } (for some constant c < 1) and get an estimate in the interval [cτ?
(j)
, τ?
(j)
).
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Algorithm 2 GLOBAL-ILTS (for recovering all components )
1: Input: Samples Dn = {xi, yi}ni=1
2: Output: θ̂1, · · · , θ̂m
3: Parameters: Granularity , estimate {τj}mj=1, small error δ
4: Find a -close subspace Um
5: Generate an -net Θ covering the centered sphere in Um with radius ‖maxj∈[m] θ?(j)‖2
6: for j = 1 to m do
7: for θ˜ randomly drawn from Θ do
8: θ ← ILTS(Dn, θ˜, τj)
9: Sj = {i | (yi − 〈xi, θ〉)2 < δ2}
10: if |Sj | ≥ bτjnc then
11: θ̂j = θ, break
12: Remove samples in set Sj from Dn
13: Return: θ̂1, · · · , θ̂m
Theorem 11 (Global algorithm). For (MLR-C), assume xi ∼ N (0, Id). Following Algorithm 2, we can find an
-close subspace U with  = cl minj∈[m] τj2 , and with small δ, ε (e.g., δ = c
√
log nε with ε small enough) and
τj < τ
?
(j) for all j ∈ [m], we are able to have ε-recovery over all components with n = Ω
(
d log log d
τ?min
)
samples, in
O
((
1
τ?minQ
)O(m)
nd2 log 1ε
)
time.
Several merits of Theorem 11: First, our result clearly separates the problem into (a) globally finding a subspace;
and (b) locally recovering a single component with ILTS. Second, the nd2 computation dependency is due to finding the
exact least squares. Alternatively, one can take gradient descent to find an approximation to the true component. The
convergence property of a gradient descent variant of ILTS is shown in Section B, where we further discuss the ideal
number of gradient updates to make for each round, so that the algorithm can be more efficient. Third, the exp(O(m))
dependency in runtime can be practically avoided, since our algorithm is easy to run in parallel.
Feasibility of getting U . Let L = [y1x1; y2x2; · · · ; ynxn], then the column space of L is close to Um for
γ? = 0, when xis have identity covariance. For γ? = 0, the standard top-m SVD on L in O(m2n) time with
Ω
(
d
2τ?min
poly log(d)
)
samples is guaranteed to get a -close estimate, following the well-known sin-theta theorem
[7, 4]. For γ? 6= 0 under the same setting, we can use robust PCA methods to robustly find the subspace. For example,
the state-of-the-art result in [9] provides a near optimal recovery guarantee, with slightly larger sample size (i.e.,
Ω(d2/2)). Closing this sample complexity gap is an interesting open problem for outlier robust PCA. Notice that
instead of estimating the subspace, [14] uses the strong distributional assumption to calculate higher moments of
Gaussian, and suffers from exponential dependency in m in their sample complexity.
6 Discussion
Iterative least trimmed squares is the simplest instance of a much more general principle: that one can make learning
robust to bad training data by iteratively updating a model using only the samples it best fits currently. In this paper we
provide rigorous theoretical evidence that it obtains state-of-the-art results for a specific simple setting: mixed linear
regression with corruptions. It is very interesting to see if this positive evidence can be established in other (and more
general) settings.
While it seems similar at first glance, we note that our algorithm is not an instance of the Expectation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm. In particular, it is tempting to associate a binary selection “hidden variable" zi for every sample i, and
then use EM to minimize an overall loss that depends on θ and the z’s. However, this EM approach needs us to posit a
model for the data under both the zi = 0 (i.e. “discarded sample") and zi = 1 (i.e. “chosen sample") choices. ILTS on
the other hand only needs a model for the zi = 1 case.
8
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A Supporting Lemmas
We give the key supporting lemmas in this section. Proof and discussions of these results are presented in Appendix E.
Lemma 12. Let A ∈ Rn×n be a positive semi-definite matrix. a, b ∈ Rn are vectors such that |a| < |b| element-wise.
Then, there exists a diagonal matrix N ∈ Rn×n, whose diaognal entries are either 1 or −1, such that
a>Aa < b>NANb.
Lemma 13. For diagonal matrix W, permutation matrix P, diagonal matrix N with diagonal entries in {−1, 1},
‖X>WPNX‖2 ≤ max{‖X>WX‖2, ‖X>NP>WPNX‖2}.
B A Gradient Descent Variant of ILTS
In Algorithm 1, we find the least square solution for each round. Although this setting is more straightforward to
analyze, exactly solving least square requires d3 computation, while a gradient variant of finding an inexact solution
may save computation in practice. This could be important since ILTS may be called for many times, as in Algorithm 2.
In this part, we first analyze the gradient variant version of ILTS (GD-ILTS), and also give some guidance on achieving
faster convergence speed using same number of gradient updates. Our gradient descent varaint of ILTS simply replaces
step 6 in Algorithm 1 by the sub-routine shown in Algorithm 3. We give the following result for the gradient variant of
ILTS, in the exact MLR setting with γ? = 0 (for clearness). 4
Proposition 14 (ODE-based analysis for GD-ILTS). Consider the gradient variant of Algorithm 1 using Algorithm
3 with infinitely small step size η with Mt = u, under the same model setting as in Theorem 7 and same number of
samples. Assume Q, τ being constant and γ? = 0, we have:
‖θt+1 − θ?‖2 ≤
{
c0λt + 1/ν(u)
c1 + 1/ν(u)
+ ω(u)
}
‖θt − θ?‖2, (5)
where ν(u) = c2 (ec3u − 1), ω(u) ≤ c4e−c5u, λt =
{‖θt−θ?(j)‖2
‖θ?
(j)
‖2 ∨
logn
n
}
.
In (5), the smaller the u is , the larger
c0λt+
1
ν(u)
c1+
1
ν(u)
becomes, which will slow down the convergence.
Next, we analyze efficient number of gradient steps to take per round, based on Proposition 14. Let w be the cost of
one step 5 in Algorithm 1. Define the approximate efficiency at round t as follows, which measures the convergence
rate with respect to the amount of computation:
E˜(u; t, w) =
log
(
c0λt+1/ν(u)
c1+1/ν(u)
)
u+ w
. (6)
We ignore ω(u) in (5) since it is usually a small term, and makes the analysis difficult. We are interested in when u
achieves the maixmum for E˜(u; t, w). Notice that λt changes with round number, i.e., when ‖θt − θ?‖2 gets to 0, λt
gets to zero. Our goal is to show given λt (much smaller than c1), how many gradient steps we need to take before
moving to the next round.
Proposition 15 (ideal stopping time for GD-ILTS). Based on the approximate efficiency E˜(u; t, w) defined in (6),
ILTS achieves its maximum guaranteed efficiency (approximately) by selecting u ∝ log w
λt log
1
λt
, where λt ={‖θt−θ?(j)‖2
‖θ?
(j)
‖2 ∨
logn
n
}
, and w is the relative cost of step 5 in ILTS.
Proposition 15 implies that we should take number of gradient steps proportional to log 1‖θt−θ?(j)‖2
. Intuitively, as θt
gets closer to θ?(j), we should take more gradient steps, which is logarithmic in the inverse of current distance to the true
component.
4We have made the representation clearer by ignoring several minor factors.
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Algorithm 3 Gradient descent variant for step 6 in ILTS
1: θ0t+1 = θt
2: for i = 0 to Mt − 1 do
3: θi+1t+1 ← θit+1 − η 12|St|
∑
j∈St ∇θ(yi − 〈xi, θ〉)2|θ=θit+1
4: θt+1 = θ
T
t+1
C Proofs in Section 4
C.1 Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. We denote W?(j), W
?
(−j), W
?
R to be the n× n diaognal {0, 1}-matrix that represents S?(j), S?(−j), R?, respec-
tively, for j ∈ [m] ∪ {r}. Similarly, Wt is an n× n digonal {0, 1}-matrix that represents the selected samples at round
t (Wt,ii = 1 if sample (xi, yi) is selected), which corresponds to St in Algorithm 1.
(I) Connect θt+1 with θt. We consider the full update step: i.e., θt+1 =
(
X>WtX
)−1
X>Wty. Following the
notation in Section 3, we can rewrite θt+1 as:
θt+1 =
(
X>WtX
)−1
X>Wty
=
(
X>WtX
)−1
X>Wt
W?(j)Xθ?(j) + ∑
l∈[m]\{j}
W?(l)Xθ
?
(l) +W
?
Rr

=θ?(j) +
(
X>WtX
)−1 X> (WtW?(j) −Wt)Xθ?(j) + ∑
l∈[m]\{j}
X>WtW?(l)Xθ
?
(l) +X
>W?Rr

=θ?(j) +
(
X>WtX
)−1  ∑
l∈[m]\{j}
X>WtW?(l)X
(
θ?(l) − θ?(j)
)
−X>WtW?R
(
Xθ?(j) − r
) ,
where we used the fact that Wt −WtW?(j) =
∑
l∈[m]\{j}WtW
?
(l) +WtW
?
−1. As a result, the `2 distance can be
bounded:
‖θt+1 − θ?(j)‖2 ≤
1
σmin (X>WtX)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
l∈[m]\{j}
X>WtW?(l)X(θ
?
(l) − θ?(j))−X>WtW?R(Xθ?(j) − r)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
.
By triangle inequality,
T1 ≤
∥∥∥∥∥∥X>Wt
 ∑
l∈[m]\{j}
(
W?(l)X(θ
?
(l) − θt)
)
+W?R (r −Xθt)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
+
∥∥∥X>Wt (W?(−j) +W?R)X(θt − θ?(j))∥∥∥
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
T3
.
(II) Map between errors. We next focus on T2. Notice that St ∩ S?(l) is the set of samples selected by the
algorithm, which means that they have smaller values in |x>i (θ?(l) − θt)|, ∀l ∈ [m]\{j}. Similarly, samples in set
St ∩R? also have small values in |ri − x>i θt|. Also, since |St| < |S?(j)|, we always have more samples from S?(j) that
are not selected (due to larger losses) than samples in St∩
(
∪l∈[m]\{j}S?(l) ∪R?
)
. Therefore, there exists a permutation
matrix P ∈ Rn×n, such that (inequality holds element-wise):∣∣∣∣∣∣Wt
 ∑
l∈[m]\{j}
(
W?(l)X(θ
?
(l) − θt)
)
+W?R (r −Xθt)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣Wt (W?(−j) +W?R)PX(θ?(j) − θt)∣∣∣ .
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Let us denote
a = Wt
 ∑
l∈[m]\{j}
(
W?(l)X(θ
?
(l) − θt)
)
+W?R (r −Xθt)
 , b(N) = Wt (W?(−j) +W?R)PNX(θ?(j) − θt).
According to Lemma 12, there exists a diagonal matrix N, such that ‖X>a‖2 ≤ ‖X>b(N)‖2.
(III) Plug-in feature regularity property and affine error property. According to Lemma 13, we know
T2 ≤
∥∥∥X>Wt (W?(−j) +W?R)PNX(θ?(j) − θt)∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥X>Wt (W?(−j) +W?R)PNX∥∥∥
2
∥∥∥θ?(j) − θt∥∥∥
2
≤max
{∥∥∥X>Wt (W?(−j) +W?R)X∥∥∥
2
,
∥∥∥X>NP>Wt (W?(−j) +W?R)PNX∥∥∥
2
}∥∥∥θ?(j) − θt∥∥∥
2
.
By feature regularity property in Definition 2, both T2 and T3 are less than ψ+(|St ∩ (S?(−j) ∪R?)|)‖θt − θ?(j)‖2. As a
result,
∥∥∥θt+1 − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
≤
2ψ+
(∣∣∣St ∩ (S?(−j) ∪R?)∣∣∣)
ψ−(αn)
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
.
Finally, notice that
St ∩
(
S?(−j) ∪R?
)
= St ∩ S?(−j) + St ∩R?.
Here,
|St ∩R?| ≤ |R?| = γ?τ?minn.
On the other hand, by Definition 3, |St ∩ S?(−j)| ≤ V(∆) for
∆ =
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
minl∈[m]\{j}
∥∥∥θt − θ?(l)∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
minl∈[m]\{j}
∥∥∥θ?(j) − θ?(l)∥∥∥
2
−
∥∥∥θ?(j) − θt∥∥∥
2
≤
2
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
minl∈[m]\{j}
∥∥∥θ?(j) − θ?(l)∥∥∥
2
=
1
Qj
·
2
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2∥∥∥θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
,
where the last inequality uses the property that ‖θt − θ?(j)‖2 ≤ 12 minl∈[m]\{j} ‖θ?(j) − θ?(l)‖2, and the last equality uses
Definition 1.
Combining all the results, we have:
∥∥∥θt+1 − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
≤
2ψ+
(
V
(
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2
‖θ?
(j)
‖2
)
+ γ?τ?minn
)
ψ−(τn)
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
. (7)

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C.2 Proof of Lemma 5
Proof. We notice that [2] provides a bound for the same setting. In terms of our notation, their results show that with
probability 1− δ,
ψ+(k) ≤k
(
1 + 3e
√
6 log
en
k
)
+O
(√
np+ n log
1
δ
)
, (8)
ψ−(k) ≥n− (n− k)
(
1 + 3e
√
6 log
en
n− k
)
− Ω
(√
np+ n log
1
δ
)
. (9)
Their result (8) directly gives us the desired bound for ψ+(k), i.e., cck,1 = 1 + 3e
√
6 log 2ck +
c1
ck
, where c1 comes
from O(
√
nd+ n log 1δ ), and δ = e
−c2n.
On the other hand, the bound on ψ−(k) in (9) is only meaningful for a large k. For example, for k = 0.1n, it is
easy to check that the RHS of (9) is negative, no matter how large n is. The reason is due to their proof technique. More
specifically, they take uniform bound over all possible Ws, the size of which is exponential in n (for k = ckn). This
makes their uniform bound weak, and hence the lower tail bound would not hold for ks with small constant ck.
Here, we take another approach: we bound the quantity ψ−(k) by taking an -net over the parameter space (with
ambient dimension d). Notice that although the size of this net is large, it is exponential in the dimension d (not in n),
and by using uniform bound, we can take a large enough n to absorb all tails into a small tail. More specifically, let Θ
be an -net cover the unit d-dimensional sphere. Then, for any unit norm vector θ˜, their exists some θ ∈ Θ close to θ˜,√
θ˜>X>WXθ˜ =
√
(θ˜ − θ + θ)>X>WX(θ˜ − θ + θ) ≥
√
θ>X>WXθ − 
√
ψ+(k). (10)
Notice that for any fixed θ, θ>X>WXθ is a subset of sum of squares of Gaussian random variables. In another word,
min
W∈Wk
θ>X>WXθ ≥
k∑
i=1
r(i), ri = (x
>
i θ)
2,
where r(i) is the i-th smallest value in vector r. Notice that [3] showed that the quantile has sub-gamma property.
Following their results in Section 4, we have
Pr
[
r( k2 )
≤ F−1r
(
k
2n
)
− c3
]
≤ e−c4ckn,
where Fr is the cumulative distribution function of r, with randomness coming from xis. Notice that the size of the set
Θ is upper bounded by
(
3

)d
. Then, with probability 1− e−c4ckn+d log 3 , θ>X>WXθ ≥ c5F−1r ( ck2 )ckn ≥ c6c2kn.
By selecting  as a small constant ( c7c
2
k
1+c8
√
log 1ck
+
c9
ck
, based on the bounds for both ψ+ with arbitrary direction and ψ−
for fixed direction), and n > 12c4ck d log
3
 (in order to make uniform bound of the tails over -net small), according to
(10), with high probability 1− e− c4ck2 n, ψ−(k) ≥ cck,2ckn, for cck,2 ≈ c10ck. 
Notice that similar results for ψ+ and ψ− in (1) hold for sub-Gaussian random variables with bounded condition
number. Lemma 16 and Theorem 17 in [2] gives a guarantee when k is comparatively large. Following our proof
technique, in order to show similar properties for smaller k, we require concentration of order statistics, which also
holds true for a wide class of sub-Gaussian distributions, which is dicussed in [3]. As a special case, Lemma 5 can be
easily generalized to the setting where xi ∼ N (0,Σ(j)),∀i ∈ S?(j), with I  Σ(j)  σI. This is given in Lemma 16.
C.3 Proof of Lemma 6
Proof. Recall the definition in Definition 3, V (∆) is the maximum number of affine error one can make on any affine
directions v1, v2. For simplicity, we assume ‖v2‖2 = 1, hence ‖v1‖2 = ∆. We fist study the result for all fixed v1, v2 in
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d-dimension such that ‖v1‖2 = ∆, ‖v2‖2 = 1. We show a high probability upper bound on V(∆) for any fixed v1, v2.
Then, by using -net argument, we provide the upper bound for arbitrary v1, v2s.
(I) Given fixed v1, v2, studying V(∆) can be reduced to the following problem: Suppose we have two Gaussian
distributions D1 = N (0,∆2),D2 = N (0, 1). We have τ?1n i.i.d. samples from D1 and τ?2n i.i.d. samples from D2.
Denote the set of the top τ?1n samples with smallest abstract values as Sτ?1 n. Then, for ∆ ≤ 1, what is the upper bound
on the number of samples in Sτ?1 n that are from D2?
Let S?1 , S
?
2 be the set of samples from D1, D2, respectively, and let S1 := Sτ?1 n. Consider |S1 ∩ S?2 |, by definition,
let δ be the threshold between samples in S1 ∩ S?1 and samples in S?1\S1 . Since there are at least (1− cτ )τ?1n samples
in S?1 that are not in S1, by the sub-Gamma property of order statistics of Gaussian random variables [3], we know
Pr
[
δ > F−1∆ (cτ ) + c0∆
] ≤ e−c1τ?1 n. (11)
As a result, δ ≤ c2∆ with high probability.
(II) On the other hand, for a random variable u2 ∼ D2, we know that Pr[|u2| ≤ δ] ≤
√
2
pi δ, which is tight for small
δ. LetMδ,i be the event sample ui from D2 has abstract value less than δ, and a Bernoulli random variable mi,δ that is
the indicator of eventMδ,i holds or not. Then,
E
τ?2 n∑
i=1
mi,δ
 ≤√ 2
pi
δτ?2n.
For independent Bernoulli random variable xis, i ∈ [n˜] with X =
∑
i xi and µ = E[X], Chernoff’s inequality
gives [24]
Pr [X ≥ t] ≤ e−t
for any t ≥ e2n˜µ. In the above setting we consider, we have with high probability 1 − n−c, ∑τ?2 ni=1 mi,δ ≤
cmax{τ?2n∆, log n}.
Next, we use an -net argument to prove for arbitrary v1, v2 in Part I. Notice that we select  = ∆√logn , take uniform
bound over all fixed vectors, and require n ≥ Cτ?1 d log log d. Then, with probability 1 − n
−c, the threshold on any
direction v1, v2 satisfies δ˜ < δ + c∆.
In summary, we have V(∆) ≤ c {∆n ∨ log n} as long as n ≥ c d log log dminj∈[m] τ?(j) .

C.4 Proof of Theorem 7
Proof. According to Theorem 4,
∥∥∥θt+1 − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
≤
2ψ+
(
V
(
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2
‖θ?
(j)
‖2
)
+ γ?τ?minn
)
ψ−(τn)
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
. (12)
Then, according to Lemma 6,
V
 1
Qj
·
2
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2∥∥∥θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
 ≤ c
 1Qj ·
2
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2∥∥∥θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
n ∨ log n
 ,
16
and based on the results from Lemma 5, we have:
2ψ+
(
V
(
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2∥∥∥θ?(j)∥∥∥2
)
+ γ?τ?minn
)
ψ− (τn)
≤
2ccτ ,1
{
c
{
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2∥∥∥θ?(j)∥∥∥2 n ∨ log n
}
+ γ?τ?minn
}
ccτ ,2τn
≤c0
ccτ ,1
(
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2∥∥∥θ?(j)∥∥∥2 + γ
?τ?min
)
ccτ ,2τ
.
In order to guarantee that θt+1 is getting closer, we require:
c0
ccτ ,1
(
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2∥∥∥θ?(j)∥∥∥2 + γ
?τ?min
)
ccτ ,2τ
≤ 1
2
⇒
∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
≤ c1
(
ccτ ,2τ
ccτ ,1
− γ? − τ?min
)
Qj
∥∥∥θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
= c1
(
ccτ ,2τ
ccτ ,1
− γ? − τ?min
)
min
l∈[m]\{j}
∥∥∥θ?(j) − θ?(l)∥∥∥
2
.
As long as γ? ≤ ccτ ,2τ2ccτ ,1τ?min , we only require the following sufficient condition for θt:∥∥∥θt − θ?(j)∥∥∥
2
≤ c2 ccτ ,2τ
ccτ ,1
min
l∈[m]\{j}
∥∥∥θ?(j) − θ?(l)∥∥∥
2
,
and the required sample complexity is based on Lemma 5 and Lemma 6. 
C.5 Proof of Corollary 8
The result of Corollary 8 is mostly built upon the result in Theorem 7. Instead, we use similar results for the feature
regularity property and affine error property, as given in Lemma 5 and Lemma 6. For the affine error property, V(∆)
only changes by a multiplicative factor of σ, i.e., Vnew(∆) ≤ V(σ∆) which is straightforward to see. For the feature
regulairty property, we use Lemma 16.
D Proof in Section 5
D.1 Proof of Theorem 11
Proof. In Theorem 7, we show that ILTS locally converges as long as the intialization satisfies:
‖θt − θ?(j)‖2 ≤ c2
ccτ ,2τ
ccτ ,1
min
l∈[m]\{j}
‖θ?(j) − θ?(l)‖2.
Given an -close subspace U , consider a m˜-dimenional sphere with radius maxj∈[m] ‖θ?(j)‖2, and an -net over this
sphere with  = c22
ccτ ,2τ
ccτ ,1
minl∈[m]\{j} ‖θ?(j) − θ?(l)‖2. Then, we know the size of this -net is upper bounded by [24](
3 maxj∈[m] ‖θ?(j)‖2
c2
2
ccτ ,2τ
ccτ ,1
minl∈[m]\{j} ‖θ?(j) − θ?(l)‖2
)m˜
≤
(
c3ccτ ,1
ccτ ,2τQ
)m˜
=
(
1
poly(τ)Q
)O(m)
=
(
1
τQ
)O(m)
.
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Also, there always exists a vector θ in this -net, which is -close to the projection of θ?(j) to U (denoted as U(θ(j))).
Therefore,
‖θ − θ?(j)‖2 ≤ ‖θ − U(θ(j))‖2 + ‖U(θ(j))− θ?(j)‖2 ≤ +  = c2
ccτ ,2τ
ccτ ,1
min
l∈[m]\{j}
‖θ?(j) − θ?(l)‖2.
With
(
1
τQ
)O(m)
of initializations, there always exist an initialization such that ILTS will succefully recover a single
component. Therefore, given this -close subspace, with n = Ω
(
d log log d
τ?min
)
samples and in time
(
1
τQ
)O(m)
nd2 log 1ε .

E Proofs in Section A
E.1 Proof of Lemma 12
Proof. The proof is straightforward. We know that
b˜>Ab˜ =
(
a+ b˜− a
)>
A
(
a+ b˜− a
)
= a>Aa+ (b˜− a)>A(b˜− a) + 2(b˜− a)>Aa.
Therefore, as long as (b˜− a)>Aa > 0, we have a>Aa ≤ b˜>NANb˜. Now, denote a˜ := Aa. We choose N such that
sgn(Niibi) = sgn(a˜), ∀iin[n], and let b˜ = Nb. Notice that since |bi| > |ai| element-wise, sgn(b˜) = sgn(b˜ − a).
Therefore, the inner product between b˜− a and Aa is always positive since each entry in both vectors is either both
positive or both negative. 
E.2 Proof of Lemma 13
Proof. This result is based on the spectral norm inequality ‖AB‖2 ≤ ‖A‖2‖B‖2, and as a result, ‖AB‖2 ≤
max{‖A‖22, ‖B‖22}. On the other hand, it is easy to check by definition:
‖X>WPNX‖2 = max
u,v:‖u‖2=‖v‖2=1
u>X>WPNXv.
For convenience, let u, v be the unit d dimensional vectors that achieve the maximum. Let u˜ = Xu, v˜ = Xv. Then, the
RHS of the above equation is upper bounded by
∑
i∈Tr(W)
|u˜si,1 v˜si,2 | ≤
√√√√√
 ∑
i∈Tr(W)
u˜2si,1
 ∑
i∈Tr(W)
v˜2si,2

≤max
 ∑
i∈Tr(W)
u˜2si,1 ,
∑
i∈Tr(W)
v˜2si,2

= max
{
u>X>WXu, v>X>NP>WPNXv
}
≤max{∥∥X>WX∥∥
2
,
∥∥X>NP>WPNX∥∥
2
}
,
where si,1s and si,2s are two index sequences. 
E.3 Restricted Subset Property for More General Distributions
Lemma 16 (non-isotropic Gaussian distributions). Letψ+(k), ψ−(k) be defined as in (1), assume each xi ∼ N (0,Σ(j))
for i ∈ S?(j), I  Σ(j)  σI. Then, for k = ckn with constant ck, for n = Ω
(
d log σck
ck
)
, with high probability,
ψ+(k) ≤ cck,1 · σk, ψ−(k) ≥ cck,2 · k.
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5. For ψ+(k), we can simply bound it by a mulitplicative factor of σ.
For ψ−(k), according to (10), we require an additional log σ factor for n, since a finer net with ˜ = √
σ
is needed. 
F Proofs in Section B
F.1 Proof of Proposition 14
Proof. We connect the updated parameter at each epoch with a closed form solution to a penalized minimization
problem. More specifically, accordng to [22], define
θ˙(t) :=
d
dt
θ(t) = −∇f(θ(t)), θ(0) = θ0,
and
θ(ν) = arg min
θ
f(θ) +
1
2ν
‖θ − θ0‖22,
where f(θ) = 12|S|
∑
i∈S(yi − x>i θ)2. Then, θ(t) and θ(ν) have the following relationship:
‖θ(t)− θ(ν(t))‖2 ≤ ‖∇f(θ0)‖2
m
(
e−mt +
code
1− code − ecodeMt
)
,
where ν(t) = 1codem
(
ecodeMt − 1), for m = 1|S|σmin(X>WX), M = 1|S|σmax(X>WX), code = 2mM+m . Since θ(ν)
has a closed form solution in this linear setting, by connecting θt+1 with θ, we are able to bound θt+1 using similar
proof technique as above.
θ(ν) = arg min
θ
1
2
1
|S| (yS −XSθ)
>
(yS −XSθ) + 1
2ν
‖θ − θ0‖22︸ ︷︷ ︸
L(θ)
.
Observe that for θ(ν) satisfies first order condition:
∇L(θ) = 1|S|X
>
S (XSθ − yS) +
1
ν
(θ − θ0) ,∇L(θ(ν)) = 0,
which gives the following closed form solution:
θ(ν) =
(
1
|S|X
>
SXS +
1
ν
I
)−1(
1
|S|X
>
S yS +
1
ν
θ0
)
=
(
1
Tr (W)
X>WX+
1
ν
I
)−1 1
Tr (W)
X>W
W?(j)Xθ? + ∑
l∈[m]\{j}
W?(l)Xθ
?
(l) +W
?
Rr
+ 1
ν
θ0

=θ? +
(
1
Tr (W)
X>WX+
1
ν
I
)−1(
− 1
Tr (W)
X>WW?(−1)(Xθ
? − r) + 1
ν
(θ0 − θ?)
)
+
∑
l∈[m]\{j}
(
1
Tr (W)
X>WX+
1
ν
I
)−1
1
Tr (W)
X>WW?(l)X(θ
?
(l) − θ?(j)).
Based on the same proof technique as in Theorem 7, we have
‖θ(ν)− θ?‖2 ≤
ccτ ,1
τ
{
c
{
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2
‖θ?
(j)
‖2 ∨
logn
n
}
+ γ?τ?min
}
+ 1ν
ccτ ,2 +
1
ν
‖θ0 − θ?‖2. (13)
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On the other hand,
‖θ(ν)− θ(t)‖2 ≤‖∇f(θ0)‖2
m
(
e−mt +
code
1− code − ecodeMt
)
(14)
≤ψ
+(τn)
ψ−(τn)
(
e−mt +
code
1− code − ecodeMt
)
‖θ0 − θ?‖2. (15)
Combining (13) and (15), setting θt+1 = θ(t), θt = θ0, we have:
‖θ(t)− θ?‖2 ≤

ccτ ,1
τ
{
c
{
1
Qj
· 2‖θt−θ
?
(j)‖2
‖θ?
(j)
‖2 ∨
logn
n
}
+ γ?τ?min
}
+ 1ν
ccτ ,2 +
1
ν
+ ω (cτ ,m,M, code)
 ‖θ0 − θ?‖2, (16)
where ω (cτ ,m,M, code) =
ccτ ,1
ccτ ,2
(
e−mt + code
1−code−ecodeMt
)
.

F.2 Proof of Proposition 15
Proof. Consider the result in Proposition 5, let C1 = c1, C2(t) = c0λt. Then, ‖θt+1−θ?‖2 ≤
(
C2(t)+ 1ν(u)
C1+ 1ν(u)
+ ω(u)
)
‖θt−
θ?‖2. The following result writes for m = M = 1, for simplicty, since m,M are both constants. Our goal is to find
an expression of u that maximizes E˜ . w is the relative price of ranking. The optimum point for u satisfies first order
condition, i.e.,∇E˜(u) = 0, this gives us:
∇E˜(u) =
C1+ 1ν(u)
C2(t)+ 1ν(u)
1
ν(u)2
eu(C2(t)−C1)
(C1+ 1ν(u) )2
(u+ w)− log C2(t)+
1
ν(u)
C1+ 1ν(u)
(u+ w)2
.
By first order condition,
∇E˜(u?) = 0⇒ (C1 − C2(t))e
u?
(C1 + 1ν(u?) )(C2(t) + 1ν(u?) )ν(u?)2
(u? + w) = log
C1 + 1ν(u?)
C2(t) + 1ν(u?)
⇐⇒ e
u?
eu? − 1
(
1
C2(t)ν(u?) + 1 −
1
C1ν(u?) + 1
)
(u? + w) = log(C1ν(u?) + 1)− log(C2(t)ν(u?) + 1).
Define
g(ν(u), C) := log(Cν(u) + 1) + ν(u) + 1
ν(u)
1
Cν(u) + 1(log(ν(u) + 1) + w).
Consider an approximation of g(ν(u), C) which is valid for large t,
g˜(ν, C) := log(Cν) + 1C
1
ν
(log ν + w).
Since g˜(ν(u?), C1) = g˜(ν(u?), C2(t)), for small C2(t), ν(u?) ≈ wC2 log C1C2
which results in u? ≈ log wC2(t) log C1C2(t)
. 
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